AIR EQUALIZER
SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for choosing a SHOCKERHITCH

Installation:

STEP 1
Measure your existing ball height from the
ground for future reference.

STEP 2
Remove your weight distribution head from
existing shank.

STEP 3
Assemble the Air Equalizer Shockerhitch to the
Shocker XR adjustable channel using supplied
5/8" pins. Slide assembly into the receiver tube
on tow vehicle.

STEP 4
Install your existing weight distribution head on
the Air Equalizer bar using your original
mounting bolts.
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STEP 5
Remeasure ball height from ground and select
pin location on channel mount that matches
your original ball height measurement from
Step 1. Note - channel can be installed in drop
or raised position.

STEP 6
Hook up your weight distribution bars same as
before. You may have to remove air from the
air equalizer to hook up bars.

Setting air pressure in your Air Equalizer Shockerhitch:
With the bars installed and set, add air in bag until the gray tabs on the travel limiters/sides of hitch
are centered between the bushings.
Note that Heavy trailers that use stiff bars may require up to 100 psi.
In some cases with highly loaded bars, an air gap between front bump cushions may not form,
this is still ok as the hitch moves in a rearward direction when towing.
When used properly these products will make noticeable improvements in your trailer towing quality,
giving both truck and trailer a smoother ride with less trailer fatigue and breakage.

Safety Notice:
The Shocker Hitch is a heavy duty unit that in most cases exceeds factory receiver hitch weight capacities, therefore it is
imperative that you always read and follow the tongue and towing weight recommendations of the receiver hitch that is
mounted on your tow vehicle.

Maintenance:
The Shockerhitch should be greased regularly at the zerk located on the main pivot bolt.
NOTE: IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THAT THE HITCH BALL BE GREASED TO REDUCE WEAR AND IMPROVE
SHOCKER ACTION.
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